2002 mercedes-benz cl-class

The Mercedes-Benz CL-Class features marvelous technology in an amazing package of leather,
walnut and sleek sheetmetal. Its hand-built 5. This high-performance model grips the road with
wide, low-profile tires mounted on special inch wheels. Every CL comes with advanced
technology such as active body control suspension, a navigation system and much more. New
for the model year are a Max Cool setting for air conditioning systems and a third memory
setting for the front seats. The Mercedes-Benz CL is a coupe with fluid, graceful lines and an
aggressive stance that suggests an iron fist in a velvet glove. No more. While this
latest-generation CL is based on the S-Class sedan platform, its chassis is heavily revised for
coupe duty. And it gets a unique body style. Doors on coupes are usually long, massive and
unwieldy. To address this, Mercedes uses lightweight magnesium for the door frames, and
mounts the doors on articulating hinges that slide them forward as they open. So ingress and
egress is much easier than in comparable cars. Front seats slide up automatically when the seat
back is folded forward, providing easier access to the back seat; that adds to the practicality of
this coupe. Despite the rakish styling, the CL maintains adequate rear headroom, in part
because of the low rear seat bottoms. Crisply lighted electro-luminescent gauges anchor the
sweeping instrument panel. At the center of the dash is a wood-trimmed stack that includes the
COMAND display, which manages the navigation system, stereo and cellular telephone
systems. CL packs all of the features Mercedes buyers expect, such as multiple air bags,
stability control, on-board navigation, and Tele-Aid emergency response. Standard Xenon lights
are used for high beams as well as for the usual low beams. The lack of body roll in corners is
uncanny and inspires confidence. The active suspension system keeps the CL on an even keel.
One driver said he wished his racecar handled as well. Automatic Body Control system is an
active, hydraulic suspension system that keeps the car level under acceleration, braking and
cornering. Mercedes engineers say they could tune this system to lean into corners, but they
thought drivers might find this stance unnerving. Charging through the twisties, the antilock
brakes, traction control, and electronic stability control systems all work unobtrusively. The
brakes are powerful enough, and the tires grippy enough, that extremely heavy braking is
possible without triggering the ABS. We found the brakes easy to modulate and fade free after a
lengthy blast through the mountains. The front brakes are ventilated and drilled for better
cooling. Brake Assist comes standard to help reduce stopping distances in panic-braking
situations, while the ABS allows the driver to maintain steering control. Switch to sport mode
and the CL hones the edge on its handling, and ride suffers so little that no enthusiast is going
to care. In sport mode there is less body roll and the car feels more responsive on turn-in.
Side-to-side transitions in switchbacks are also better controlled in sport mode. On Interstates,
the CL cruises serenely. Top speed is electronically limited mph, according to Mercedes. The
Mercedes-Benz CL is about pounds lighter than the previous-generation pre Vpowered coupe.
Mercedes accomplished the diet by making the roof, hood, door panels and rear fenders from
lightweight aluminum and using plastic for the trunk lid and front fenders. But while the
difference is detectable, it is not intrusive, thanks to its excellent active suspension system. CL
accelerates from 0 to 60 mph in less than 6. CL accelerates from in 6. The answer: more power.
The V12 leaves the V8 feeling sluggish by comparison. A computer adjusts ignition timing and
throttle position to make the transition seamless. And it works: the driver cannot tell when there
are six cylinders running. And it does this in a uniquely Mercedes package of high technology,
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we can get it. Some vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Go to Since we deal
with a wide variety of lenders, we are able to offer multiple flexible financing packages with low
rates and longer terms to fit your budget. Pick our brain until you know all of the ins and outs.
Simply fill out an Online Credit Application and let us go to work getting you the best lenders
and rates to choose from. One of our financing experts will be in contact shortly to discuss the
financing options we have available to meet your individual needs. Whether your financing a
Luxury, Exotic or Classic Car we have the best options for you. Regardless of Good or
Challenged Credit our financing department is dedicated to helping you get the very best. Let us
give you top dollar for your vehicle to get you one step closer to your dream car. Please Call
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history, drives smooth and solid. This vehicle is fun to drives and has a classic look, please
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providing an excellent customer service experience during your vehicle purchase. We know you
have options when choosing where to buy your next vehicle, here are a few reasons why your
best choice is right here at Jim Glover Dodge: -Honest and transparent pricing -No pressure
environment -Free Carfax history report -Most value for your trade-in -The Glover Guarantee
-Engines for Life -Five day exchange program -Free delivery within miles. Recent Arrival! Smith
find the vehicle of their dreams! If you have any questions, please call us today at This vehicle
looks and drives great! It has great options including a 5. Overall this vehicle is in great shape
inside and out! Clean Title! Please note that we are helping a private party sell this vehicle on
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listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I own Mercedes cl Amazingly in-expensive car to own and
maintain. Use a full syn filter with syn oil they are only few dollars more and Mercedes says u
can go 10, miles I do 8, Do a pressure check at the cylinders to make sure car has good engines
pressure. Can be done for free at autozone by getting loaner tool replace 1 spark plug with a
screw in pressure check monitor. That will tell you if main engine seals are good. Look up what
good pressure is based on your model. That will tell u a lot about if internal engine is in great,
good or poor condition. The better the pressure the less likely you be replacing expensive
engine seals in the near future. Mine have never been replaced in 14 yrs runs great! You can do
yourself but since there is not a dipstick for transmission fluid, I had dealer do. If u by all the
supplies from Mercedes and then pay them the labor rate to do If you don't buy parts first they
will markup parts and cost you double price. Don't let them tell u they will suck out fluid and
replace with new fluid only. On older cars, the 18 in rubber gasket on bottom transmission pan
can dryrot so insist they drop the pan and replace gasket, magnet catches any metal fragments
in fluid and filter all on located under pan. You will never have to do again for lifetime of vehicle
and if your buying a used one woth the piece of mind. Amazing ride, only problem I have ever
had was blew 2 lines out both within a few weeks when car was 12 years old. The car has 2 large
"softball looking" hydraulic accumulator suspension system balls which contain nitrogen gas
to regulate the suspension system pressure. On older cars the thin membrane in the
accumulators fails and will over pressurize the system. Other than that I am at , miles and 14
years in this car and no problems I have black car and did all chrome one to match chrome
wheels that will make car look 10 years newer. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep
the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and
for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to
keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. The
Mercedes-Benz CL-Class features marvelous technology in an amazing package of leather,
walnut and sleek sheetmetal. You could argue all day about the perfect car, but for those who
want a luxurious yet athletic coupe, the CL-Class is as close to perfect as you're likely to come.
Hide Full Review. Engine 5. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get
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using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

